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H I G H L I G H T S  

• A comprehensive review of non-probabilistic machine learning for battery SOH estimation is presented. 
• For every algorithm, the principle derivation process is provided followed by flow charts with a unified form. 
• The challenges and unresolved issues of battery SOH estimation using machine learning technology are discussed. 
• The estimation performance, the publication trend, and the training mode of each method are compared. 
• The outlook of the research on future machine learning-based battery SOH estimation methods is given.  
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A B S T R A C T   

Lithium-ion batteries are used in a wide range of applications including energy storage systems, electric trans-
portations, and portable electronic devices. Accurately obtaining the batteries’ state of health (SOH) is critical to 
prolong the service life of the battery and ensure the safe and reliable operation of the system. Machine learning 
(ML) technology has attracted increasing attention due to its competitiveness in studying the behavior of 
complex nonlinear systems. With the development of big data and cloud computing, ML technology has a big 
potential in battery SOH estimation. In this paper, the five most studied types of ML algorithms for battery SOH 
estimation are systematically reviewed. The basic principle of each algorithm is rigorously derived followed by 
flow charts with a unified form, and the advantages and applicability of different methods are compared from a 
theoretical perspective. Then, the ML-based SOH estimation methods are comprehensively compared from 
following three aspects: the estimation performance of various algorithms under five performance metrics, the 
publication trend obtained by counting the publications in the past ten years, and the training modes considering 
the feature extraction and selection methods. According to the comparison results, it can be concluded that 
amongst these methods, support vector machine and artificial neural network algorithms are still research 
hotspots. Deep learning has great potential in estimating battery SOH under complex aging conditions especially 
when big data is available. Moreover, the ensemble learning method provides an emerging alternative trading-off 
between data size and accuracy. Finally, the outlooks of the research on future ML-based battery SOH estimation 
methods are closed, hoping to provide some inspiration when applying ML methods to battery SOH estimation.   

Abbreviations: SOH, State of heath; ML, Machine learning; DL, Deep learning; LR, Linear regression; SVM, Support vector machine; LS-SVM, Least squared-support 
vector machine; K-NN, K-nearest neighbor; ANN, Artificial neural network; FFNN, Feed-forward neural network; ELM, Extreme learning machine; DNN, Deep neural 
network; CNN, Convolutional neural network; RNN, Recurrent neural network; ESN, Echo state network; LSTM, Long-short term memory; RF, Random forest; EL, 
Ensemble learning; PSO, Particle swarm optimization; DE, Differential evolution; GD, Gradient descent; CC, Constant current mode; CV, Constant voltage mode; GRA, 
Grey relational analysis; PCC, Pearson correlation coefficient analysis; SCC, Spearman correlation coefficient analysis; SBS, Sequence backward search; PCA, Prin-
cipal component analysis; LDA, Linear Discriminant Analysis. 
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1. Introduction 

In order to reduce carbon emissions and cope with the associated 
climate change and energy shortages, the worldwide energy system is 
changing [1]. With the rapid development of renewable energy 
including wind power, solar energy, and hydroelectric power, etc. the 
use of fossil fuel is gradually reduced. Due to the high power and energy 
density (up to 200 Wh/kg), the high energy efficiency (more than 95%), 
and also the relatively long cycle life (3000 cycles at deep discharge of 
80%), lithium-ion (li-ion) batteries are used in a wide range of appli-
cations including energy storage systems, electric transportations, and 
portable electronic devices [2]. As the energy storage unit or the main 
source of power for these devices, the safe and reliable operation as well 
as the economic viability of batteries is important [3]. However, similar 
to any energy storage device, their performance is subject to degradation 
(i.e., capacity fade and power decrease) during long-term operation [4]. 
Hence, it becomes necessary to know the state of health (SOH) of the 
batteries at any point during their operation [5]. 

The aging modes of the battery can be summarized as the loss of li- 
ion inventory and loss of anode/cathode active materials [6–8]. Those 
degradation modes are caused by complicated and coupled physical or 
chemical side reactions (i.e., aging mechanisms) inside of the battery, 
such as graphite exfoliation, loss of electrolyte, solid electrolyte inter-
face (SEI) film formation, and continuous thickening, lithium plating, 
etc. [6]. As a result, at a macroscopic scale, the aging of the battery will 
be observed in capacity fade and power fade (resistance increase) [9]. 
The capacity fade affects the range of an electric vehicle and power fade, 
which is the increase in the internal resistance or impedance of the cell, 
can limit the power capability of the system and decrease the efficiency 
of the electric vehicle. Therefore, the capacity and resistance are the 
main parameters, which describe the battery performance behavior 
during their entire life. Depending on the type (i.e., requirements) of the 
application, the SOH of the battery is usually related to one of these 
parameters or both. For example, in energy applications (e.g., electric 
vehicles), the capacity is more important and thus the SOH can/should 
be related to the battery capacity. On the other hand, in power appli-
cations (e.g., grid support applications), the power is the dominant 
performance and thus the SOH can/should be related to the battery 
resistance. 

In order to obtain the evolution of the SOH-related parameters, 
batteries are aged under different laboratory conditions and 

measurements such as the capacity test, the DC pulse test, the electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) test, etc. are performed [10]. 
According to the recorded voltage (V), current (I), temperature (T), and 
time (t), the SOH can be estimated by the following four types of 
methods as presented in Fig. 1. One way is to use the measurements 
directly. For example, the capacity can be obtained by measuring the 
charge transferred through the battery during charging or discharging, 
and the resistance can be obtained by calculating the instantaneous 
voltage drop during the pulse test, etc. [13–15]. The indirect methods, 
such as incremental capacity analysis (ICA) and differential voltage 
analysis (DVA), extract the related SOH features by processing the 
original measurements. It is more convenient and efficient than the 
direct methods because the features can be obtained from partial 
charging/discharging curves [17]. However, these methods are less 
feasible in real applications. Firstly, the methods need high-precision 
current measurement sensors. Secondly, in order to perform the spe-
cific battery tests (e.g., capacity test, EIS test, etc.), the battery has to 
stop the normal operation. Finally, certain measurements are limited in 
real-life systems (e.g., DC pulses with high currents are not allowed by 
the BMS as they are seen as not normal operating conditions). Addi-
tionally, the state-space model is an effective way of representing a 
dynamic system and the observer can explain the aging mechanism 
between two adjacent cycles. Therefore, the observer-based SOH esti-
mation methods have been proposed [18–21], in which the internal 
state variables can be observed through an iterative mechanism. All the 
aging data (i.e. the voltage response curves under different aging con-
ditions) will be stored in a table, and the SOH value of the battery can be 
obtained by looking up the table. Based on electrochemical models or 
equivalent-circuit models, state observers such as multi-scale extended 
Kalman filter [18,19], multi-scale nonlinear predictive filter [20], and 
the particle filter (PF) [21] have been designed for battery SOH 
estimation. 

However, establishing an accurate battery model is difficult due to 
the complex internal principles and uncertain working conditions of the 
battery. Machine learning (ML) technologies are emerging due to their 
flexibility and being battery model-free. The ML estimates the SOH by 
learning the relationship between features of the measured battery data 

Nomenclature 

DN The dataset containing N samples 
X Input feature matrix 
Y Output SOH values 
xi The ith sample point 
xij The jth feature value of ith sample point 
yi Measured SOH value 
ŷi Predicted SOH value 
W Weight matrix 
β Output weight matrix 
ei The error variable 
k Time step 
g(∙) Activation function 
ψ(∙) Mapping from input space to feature space 
K(∙) Kernel function 
f(∙) Established model 
V Voltage 
I Current 
T Temperature 
t Time  

Fig. 1. Classification of SOH estimation methods.  
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(i.e., V, I, T, t) and the SOH (i.e., capacity, internal resistance). The same 
aging experimental test is necessary for data collection. These methods 
include amongst others, support vector machine (SVM), relevance vec-
tor machine, artificial neural network (ANN), Gaussian process regres-
sion, etc. Moreover, with the rapid development of big data technology, 
cloud storage provides a convenient platform for processing real-time 
monitoring parameters such as V, I, and T. This reduces the re-
quirements of the microprocessor while also improves the SOH esti-
mation accuracy [22]. At present, there are mainly four publicly 
available datasets and the private datasets that are used to validate the 
algorithms in the published paper. The four public datasets include the 
dataset from NASA Ames Prognostics Center of Excellence [23–24], 
Oxford battery degradation dataset from the Howey research group, the 
dataset from the Center for Advanced Life Cycle Engineering (CALCE) at 
the University of Maryland [25], and research & development data re-
pository from Sandia National Labs [26]. 

The ML algorithms used for battery state estimation can be grouped 
into two categories: non-probabilistic-based methods and probabilistic- 
based methods. The typical probabilistic-based methods such as the 
Gaussian process regression and Bayesian network are suitable for long- 
term battery remaining useful lifetime prediction. For battery SOH 
estimation, researchers are mainly focusing on the non-probabilistic 
methods, such as SVM, ANN, and random forest (RF) as these types of 
algorithms can be fully qualified for the task of battery SOH estimation. 
Consequently, only the non-probabilistic algorithms are reviewed in this 
paper. 

In recent years, some review articles have been published presenting 
the status of various ML-based methods for SOH estimation. The main 

contents of several of these reviews are summarized in Table 1. These 
review articles mainly summarized the general methods for SOH esti-
mation, and classify them into experimental methods, model-based, 
data-driven, and hybrid methods. The status, advantages, and draw-
backs of various methods are discussed. Since these review articles 
involve the introduction of the broad categories of SOH estimation 
methods, the discussion on the ML-based SOH estimation method is not 
in-depth enough. In particular, the principle of the ML algorithms and 
the derivation of important formulas are rarely mentioned. Due to the 
development of ML technology, its good performance and potential in 
health monitoring have attracted the attention of researchers. Under-
standing the core ideas of various algorithms is essential for the 
improvement of algorithms so that they can be better applied to battery 
SOH estimation. In order to address this research gap, this paper reviews 
144 papers that use non-probabilistic ML algorithms (i.e., Linear 
regression, SVM, k-nearest neighbor regression, ANN, and ensemble 
learning) for battery SOH estimation. 

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:  

• The basic principles of each algorithm are derived in a unified form 
and the flowchart of each algorithm is given. Hence, the difference 
among these algorithms can be clearly compared from the perspec-
tive of applications and the principles. Suggestions for future direc-
tion on algorithm improvement are therefore provided.  

• The algorithms and their variants used in the existing papers, the 
corresponding features, estimation errors, and other details are 
summarized in a table (see Section 2. F) for easy comparison. 

• The algorithms are compared according to five performance evalu-
ation metrics including the estimation accuracy, the implementation 
easiness, the computational complexity, the training data size 
requirement, and the ability to deal with overfitting. Thus, the sug-
gestion for algorithm selection is provided. 

• Three training and estimation modes for the ML-based SOH estima-
tion method are proposed. These algorithms are classified according 
to the modes for which they are suitable. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The principles of each 
ML algorithms as well as their applications for SOH estimation are 
introduced in Section 2. Section 3 presents the comparison between ML 
algorithms from three aspects: the pros and cons of each algorithm, the 
publication trend, and the training modes. Then the challenges and is-
sues for SOH estimation are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 
gives the conclusion of this work by providing some selective proposals. 

2. Principles of ML-based methods and their applications in SOH 
estimation 

As shown in Fig. 2, SOH estimation based on ML technologies con-
sists of two parts, the training process, and the estimation process. The 

Table 1 
An overview of the published literature related to battery SOH estimation.  

References Topic Main content 

Waag et al., 2014  
[27] 

Battery state 
monitoring 

General review of methods for 
estimating the battery states 
including state of charge (SOC), 
capacity, impedance parameters, 
available power, SOH, and RUL 

Hu et al., 2019 [28] Battery state 
monitoring 

General review of methods and 
associated issues for SOC, State of 
Energy, SOH, State of Power, State of 
Temperature, and State of Safety 
estimation 

Rezvanizaniani 
et al., 2014 [29] 

SOC and SOH 
estimation 

Review of physical-models, data- 
driven models, and fusion model used 
for battery SOC and SOH estimation 

Ng et al., 2020 [30] SOC and SOH 
estimation 

Review of battery equivalent circuit, 
physics-based models, and ML 
methods for state estimation, and 
suggestions on methods selection 

Xiong et al., 2018  
[22] 

SOH estimation General review of battery SOH 
estimation methods including direct 
measurement, indirect analysis, 
adaptive filtering, and data-driven 
methods, future BMS with big data 
platform 

Tian et al., 2020  
[31] 

SOH estimation General review of battery SOH 
estimation methods including model- 
based, data-driven, and hybrid 
methods, and battery aging 
mechanism 

Lipu et al. 2018 [32] SOH estimation 
and RUL 
prediction 

General review of battery SOH 
estimation and RUL prediction 
methods including direct 
measurement, indirect analysis, 
adaptive filtering, and data-driven 
methods, and suggestions on methods 
selection 

Li et al., 2019 [33] SOH estimation 
and RUL 
prediction 

Review of data-driven methods 
including differential analysis 
techniques for online estimation, 
semi-empirical and empirical model 
for data fitting, and ML methods  Fig. 2. The overall framework for battery SOH estimation using ML algorithms.  
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training process is usually performed offline while the estimation pro-
cess can be realized either offline or online. During the model training, 
the aging data (e.g. the V, I, T, and t) should be firstly collected. Sec-
ondly, based on the collected raw data, the features, which contain 
sufficient aging information, will be extracted. The features, together 
with the real SOH value, constitute the training data set. Thirdly, the ML 
algorithms learn and update the weights and biases to fit the training 
data. Thus, the nonlinear relationship between the input (i.e., the SOH 
features) and output (usually the SOH or the capacity) can be obtained 
using the established ML model. 

In this section, five commonly used ML algorithms are introduced; 
they are the linear regression (LR), SVM, k-nearest neighbor regression 
(k-NN), ANN, and the ensemble learning (EL) method. The basic prin-
ciple of each algorithm is introduced and the core idea is revealed in a 
schematic diagram. Following each algorithm, examples of their appli-
cation for battery SOH estimation are presented.  

A. Linear regression (LR) 

The purpose of the regression problem is to find a linear function f(x) 
which minimizes the squared distance between the observed data and 
the function. The structure of LR for battery SOH estimation can be seen 
in Fig. 3. For the battery SOH estimation, let X={x1, x2, …, xN} and Y=
{y1, y2, …, yN} be the N input feature vectors and the SOH, respectively. 
Let DN={(xi, yi), i = 1, 2,…, N} denote the training data containing N 
data points, and assume that each data point contains d features, 
denoted xi = [xi1, xi2,…, xid]

T. Thus, the f(x) can be expressed as 

ŷi = f (xi) =
∑d

j=1
wT

j xi,j + b = w1xi,1 +w2xi,2 +⋯+ b (1)  

where, wj is the weight of j-th feature of xi, b denotes the bias, and d is the 
number of features. The goal is to minimize the sum of squared errors 
between the model and the output as follows: 

Ew =
∑N

i=1

(

yi − ŷi

)2

(2)  

where yi and ŷi are the real SOH and the predicted SOH values, 
respectively. When minimizing (2), the weights are optimized by solving 
the following equations: 

∂Ew

∂wj
= 0, j = 0, 1,…, d (3)  

where wj is the estimated value of j-th weight. If the model is linear, 

these equations can be solved explicitly as: 

ŵ =
(
XT ⋅X

)− 1⋅XT ⋅Y (4)  

where ŵ is a vector of the parameters, X is a matrix where each column 
contains the features of data-point i, and Y is the vector of the output. 
Alternatively, the gradient descent (GD) method can be used to update 
the parameters iteratively using the direction of the gradients, seen in 
(3), as follows: 

wj = wj − α ∂Ew

∂wj
, j = 0, 1,…, d (5)  

where wj is initialized randomly, and α is called the learning rate. (5) is 
repeatedly updated until wj convergences. 

When using a one-dimensional feature to estimate SOH, the LR 
model is simplified and only one weight w1 and the bias w0 need to be 
optimized. Thus, the SOH estimation can be quickly obtained based on 
the established linear relationship between the feature and SOH [34,35]. 
However, due to the non-linear relationship between battery aging and 
the selected features, LR has poor estimation accuracy and generaliza-
tion properties. It is also not able to track the capacity regeneration of 
the Li-ion batteries. Through the accelerated aging tests, the degradation 
behavior of the battery under different stress conditions was studied in 
[10]. Then, the authors proposed a three-step LR method to parame-
terize a performance-degradation lifetime model, which can predict the 
capacity and the power capability decrease. Some features and SOH 
show an approximately linear relationship which can be captured by LR. 
Huang et al. find that both SOC and SOH are related to the instantaneous 
discharging voltage [36]. By introducing the modification factor as a 
function of the SOC, the linear relationship between the instantaneous 
discharging voltages with the SOH is established. Similarly, the differ-
ential voltage (DV) curve is used to extract the feature (i.e., the location 
interval between two inflection points) in [37]. When the inconsistency 
of the battery voltage is taken into account, the peak point feature on the 
incremental capacity (IC) curve from the narrowed voltage operation 
range is still available. To obtain smooth IC or DV curves with obvious 
features (e.g., peak values, peak areas, and peak shifts), the capacity and 
voltage have to be pre-processed [38–40]. Using the Matlab curve fitting 
toolbox, Li et al. establish the LR function between battery SOH and the 
three positions of features on the IC curves [41]. Because the position 
features are shown in the partial area of the charging voltage curve, the 
accurate SOH estimation can be obtained without the full voltage curve. 
Therefore, the testing time can be reduced. The same method is applied 
for SOH estimation of a battery pack with the voltage imbalance [42]. 
The sample entropy (SE) is an effective SOH feature that can be 
extracted from a short-term voltage profile. Hu et al. utilized the SE of 
voltage sequence under hybrid pulse power characterization (HPPC) test 
as the input of LR function. The capacity loss was estimated at multiple 
temperatures [11]. Furthermore, Sui et al. studied the effect of dataset 
selection on the SE-based estimator, and they found that when the 
battery SOC enters into the polarization zone, it helps to improve the 
accuracy of the entropy-based SOH estimation method [12].  

B. Support vector machine (SVM) 

SVM was first proposed by Vapnik in [43] and has been successfully 
applied to regression problems including grid load forecasting [44], 
fault diagnosis [45], and image processing [46]. SVM shows great per-
formance in high-dimensional function approximation problems due to 
the use of the kernel technique, which maps feature vectors to a higher- 
dimensional space. It is one of the most popular and versatile models in 
ML, suitable for both classification and regression of complex small 
datasets. Hence, many researchers use SVM to estimate the SOH of 
batteries. The architecture of the SVM method for regression is shown in 
Fig. 4. In general, the SVM model [47] is defined as 

Fig. 3. The illustration of linear regression (LR).  
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ŷ = wT ⋅ψ(x) + b, x ∈ Rd, ψ(x) ∈ Rd̃, b ∈ R (6)  

where ψ(∙) is a mapping that makes the input data linear in a new 
feature space with dimension d̃. Different from the general linear 
regression models, the SVM model uses the ε-insensitive loss function. 
This states that any error larger than ε is deemed unacceptable. That is, 
the objective of the basic SVM is to find the optimal coefficients w and b 
such that the function, f, does not contain errors larger than ε. This is, 
therefore, also called the hard-margin SVM. The hard-margin SVM leads 
to the following constrained optimization problem. 

min
w, b

1
2
wT w

s.t.

{
yi − wT ⋅ψ(xi) − b⩽ε

wT ⋅ψ(xi) + b − yi⩽ε
∀i ∈ {1, 2, …, N}

(7) 

However, it is not always feasible to find a minimum under these 
constraints. Therefore, the following loss function is introduced: 

ξε

(

ŷi, yi

)

=

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

0,
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒yi − ŷi

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒ < ε

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒yi − ŷi

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒ − ε, otherwise

, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, …, N} (8) 

Based on (8), the samples with the predicted error less than ε are 
deemed acceptable, while the samples outside of the ε band will increase 
the regression error. Slack variables ξi and ξ*

i are introduced to create a 
soft-margin and allowing for measurement errors, making the optimi-
zation feasible with otherwise infeasible constraints. The primal SVM 
optimization problem has the following form:  

where C is a positive constant regulating the penalty, it determines the 
trade-off between the flatness of the regression function and the amount 
to which deviations larger than ε are tolerated. Flatness in the case of (9) 
means a small ‖w‖. In order to solve this problem, the Lagrange multi-
pliers αi, αi, βi, β*

i ⩾0 are introduced, and the Lagrangian can be expressed 
as follows:   

The min–max problem can be transferred into its dual max–min 
problem which satisfies the Karushe-Kuhne-Tucker (KKT) conditions 
[48]. The first KKT condition states that the gradients of the primal 
variables are equal to zero i.e., ∇wL = 0, ∇bL = 0, ∇ξi L = 0, ∇ξ*

i
L = 0. 

The second KKT condition called the complementary conditions states 
that multiplying the constraint by its Lagrange multiplier has to equal 
zero in the optimum. That is, either the constraint is active, or the 
Lagrange multiplier is zero. As a consequence of the second KKT con-
dition, the Lagrange multiplier αi and α*

i for the samples inside the 

ε–tube will vanish; while when 
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒yi − ŷi

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒⩾ε, the multipliers αi and α*

i are 

nonzero. Therefore, only the samples xi with non-vanishing coefficients 
are enough to describe w, and these samples are commonly called the 
support vectors (SVs). The primal SVM optimization problem is con-
verted into the following dual SVM optimization problem 

max
α, α*

∑N

i=1
yi(α*

i − αi) −
∑N

i=1
ε(α*

i +αi) −
1
2
∑N

i=1

∑N

j=1
(α*

i − αi)(α*
j − αj)K(xi, xj)

s.t.

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑N

i=1
(α*

i − αi)= 0

0⩽αi, α*
i ⩽C

(11) 

After optimizing (11) w.r.t. the Lagrange multipliers αi, and αi*, the 
coefficients w and b can be computed from the α’s using (12) and (13), 
respectively. 

w =
∑n

i = 1

(
αi − α*

i

)
ψ(xi) (12)  

min
w∈R̃d , ξ∈RN

max
α,β∈[0, + ∞]N

L(w, b, ξi, ξ*
i , αi, α*

i , βi, β*
i ) =

1
2
wT w + C

∑N

i=1

(
ξi + ξ*

i

)
−
∑N

i=1

(
βiξi + β*

i ξ*
i

)

−
∑N

i = 1
αi
(
ε + ξi − yi + wT ⋅ψ(xi) + b

)
−
∑N

i=1
α*

i

(
ε + ξ*

i + yi − wT ⋅ψ(xi) − b
)

(10)   

min
w∈R̃d

ξi , ξ*
i ∈RN

1
2
wT w + C

∑N

i

(
ξi + ξ*

i

)
s.t.

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

yi − wT ⋅ψ(xi) − b⩽ε + ξi

wT ⋅ψ(xi) + b − yi⩽ε + ξ*
i

ξi, ξ*
i ⩾0

,∀i ∈ {1, 2, …, N} (9)   
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b = yi −
∑N

i=1

(
αi − α*

i

)
ψ(xi)

T ⋅ψ(xi), for examples i where 0 < αi,α*
i < C

(13) 

Finally, the regression function can be described as: 

f (x) = wT ⋅ψ(x) + b =
∑N

i=1
(α*

i − αi)
T ⋅K(xi, x) + b (14)  

where K(xi, x) = 〈ψ(xi),ψ(x)〉 is the kernel function. The kernel function 
implicitly maps the input to the high-dimensional feature space. This 
method has higher computational efficiency than if the features were 
first mapped using ψ(∙), thereby, overcoming the curse of dimension-
ality. Common kernel functions K(xii, xjj) used in SVM are: 

(1) Polynomial kernel: 

K(xii, xjj) =
(
xT

ii ⋅xjj + 1
)M (15) 

(2) Gaussian radial basis function: 

K(xii, xjj) = exp
(

−
1

2σ2

⃦
⃦xii − xjj

⃦
⃦2
)

(16) 

(3) Hyperbolic tangent kernel: 
The Hyperbolic tangent kernel often used as an activation function 

for artificial neurons, expressed as 

K(xii, xjj) = tanh
(
κxT

ii ⋅xjj + c
)

(17)  

where M, σ, κ, and c are adjustable parameters of the above kernel 
functions. 

There are mainly four aspects where the researchers start to improve 
the estimation performance of the SVM method. Firstly, some novel 
features are proposed [49–66]. SVM was initially used to learn the 
battery aging behavior under different conditions, and estimate the 
model parameters, such as the terminal voltage [49] and internal 
resistance [50,51]. These parameters are found to be approximately 

linearly related to the battery capacity. In recent years, some effective 
features are extracted directly from the partial constant current (CC) 
charging or discharging voltage curves. For example, the IC peak values 
and IC positions [52–55], DV [52], differential temperature [53], the 
energy signal [56], the knee point in the pulse voltage response [57], 
and the time interval of an equal voltage difference [58] have been used 
as inputs/features for the SVM model to track the battery degradation. 
Furthermore, based on the similarity of the partial voltage curves, the 
SOH can be easily estimated. Feng et al. [55] establish an SVM model 
that can capture the characteristics of the battery charging curve at 
different SOH. Then, according to a customized similarity function, the 
SOH can be calculated. Based on the similarity, the SE and fuzzy entropy 
(FE) give an accurate definition of the complexity of a signal. The 
nonlinear relationship between the entropy feature and SOH can be 
established by the SVM model [59–62]. The entropy feature is easily 
extracted from the battery signal (e.g., V and T) and show strong 
robustness to data noise and temperature variation [62]. Furthermore, 
according to the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) method to filter 
the noise of the original voltage data, the improved EF feature shows 
better estimation accuracy [63]. Regarding the improvement of the 
feature, multiple features fusion helps increase the estimation accuracy 
and robustness of the SVM model [52,64–66]. Cai et al. [64] find the 
optimal combination of features based on the hybrid encoding tech-
nology. In [66], the short-term historical information is captured by the 
multiple-view feature fusion method and the established SVM model can 
reflect the capacity regeneration phenomena accurately. More details 
about the outcome of this modeling approach are summarized in 
Table 3. 

Secondly, the kernel function used in SVM is modified to improve the 
performance of the model. Because the kernel function largely de-
termines the characteristics of the output curve, Feng et al.[67] use the 
double deviation parameter in the Gaussian kernel. The improved kernel 
function can adapt to the curve shape with different curvatures, thus 
avoid overfitting and under-fitting. As a result, the overall error of the 
SOH estimation using IC as the feature is less than 1%. Liu et al. [68] 
separate the kernel function into two terms: one is used to represent the 
overall degradation trend of the battery SOH, the other is used to 
simulate the small fluctuations. Therefore, since the proposed model can 
reflect the battery capacity regeneration, the SOH estimation accuracy is 
improved. 

Thirdly, SVM is used as an auxiliary method to update the parame-
ters of the observer-based SOH estimator [69]. In [70], a robust and real- 
time SOC and SOH estimation for Li-ion batteries is developed. The 
offline established SVM can estimate the battery SOH, which is not only 
used as the initial capacity of the Kalman filter but also can update the 
current capacity value. Therefore, the accuracy of SOC estimation is 
improved. Similarly, Michel et al. model the battery capacity degrada-
tion behavior by SVM, and the SVM function, as a bias, is added to the 
state equation of the capacity [71]. As a result, the state noise is reduced 
and the Kalman filter is more robust. In [21], SVM was used to build the 
state-space function to represent battery aging dynamics, and the PF was 
established to determine the SOH in real-time. In [72], SVM was used to 
rebuild a posterior distribution thus to avoid the loss of particle diversity 
of PF. 

Finally, as an important variant of the SVM algorithm, the least- 
squares support vector machine (LS-SVM) has been used for battery 
SOH estimation [73–81]. The optimization problem with constraints in 
the primal space of LS-SVM can be described by 

min
w∈Rd

1
2
wT w +

C
2
∑N

i = 1
e2

i

s.t. yi = wT ⋅ψ(xi) + b + ei, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, …, N}

(18)  

where ei is the error variable. 
Compared with the optimization problem of the standard SVM, given 

Fig. 4. The illustration of the support vector machine (SVM) for regression.  
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in (9), LS-SVM has a less computational burden and faster solving speed 
because it solves linear equations instead of quadratic programming 
problems. Deng et al. [76] use temperature as a feature to train the LS- 
SVM model and combine the genetic algorithm to optimize the param-
eters. Since the influence of the temperature is considered, the proposed 
method can achieve accurate capacity estimation at various tempera-
tures during the life of the battery. Liu et al. [77] extracted ten features 
from the cycling aging data to train an LS-SVM model. Before the model 
training, the kernel principal components analysis (PCA) algorithm was 
introduced to fuse these features. As a result, the obtained self-adaptive 
feature shows higher relevance to the battery capacity than most of the 
single features. Also, the LS-SVM model is optimized by the particle 
swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm in [78]. As the global parameters 
can be obtained by the PSO, the improved model enhances the SOH 
estimation accuracy and robustness. 

However, the LS-SVM suffers from the problem of non-sparseness. 
Because LS-SVM replaces the ε-insensitive loss function used in stan-
dard SVM with a quadratic loss function dependent on the entire 
training set, LS-SVM allows every data point in the training set to 
become an SV [79,80]. In this case, the objective function of LS-SVM 
should be able to fully fuse the characteristics of the training set. As a 
result, the model will be complicated and poor in the generalization 
ability. To increase the sparsity and improve the generalization of the 
LS-SVM model, a fixed size LS-SVM was proposed [81–83]. Chen et al. 
propose an entropy maximization-based algorithm to select the SVs 
[81]; they first use a very small part of the training dataset to obtain the 
SVs. Then they randomly select a data point in the training dataset to 
replace one of the SVs. According to the iterative replacement process, 
the SVs are updated until the entropy of the SVs reaches the maximum 
value. It was found that only fixed size of SVs are required for accurate 
SOH estimation.  

C. K-nearest neighbor regression (K-NN) 

K-NN is efficient for classification purposes in pattern recognition. As 

a kind of lazy learning, k-NN uses the k closest neighbors in the feature 
space to classify a new point. When used for regression, as presented in 
Fig. 5, k-NN first finds the k closest points x1, x2, …, xk of a new point 
xnew based on a distance measure, and calculates the weighted average 
of their response to predict the response of xnew [84]. For a given training 
dataset with N points X={x1, x2, …, xN}, where each point possesses 
d features, the response of a new data xnew can be estimated by k-NN as 
follows. 

First, in order to describe how close each training points xi is to the 
testing points xnew, the weighted Euclidean distance between them is 
calculated, which can be expressed as 

d(xi, xnew) =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
∑d

j=1
wj(xj

new − xj
i)

2

√
√
√
√ (19)  

wherexnew,j and xi,j are the jth feature of the new point xnew and the 
training points xi, respectively. Besides, wj is the weight of jth feature, 
with the weights being subjected to the constraint 

∑d
j=1wj = 1. The 

weight wj reflects the importance of the feature and can be found using 
an optimization algorithm, such as PSO [84], or differential evolution 
(DE) algorithm [85]. According to the distance d, the k training points 
x(1), x(2), …, x(k) ordered from the nearest to furthest are obtained. These 
are called the k nearest neighbors of xnew. A kernel function is then used 
to assign weights to each neighbor (the kernel is usually dependent on 
the calculated distance), and the prediction for new sample xnew can be 
obtained by: 

ŷnew =

∑k
i=1K(xnew, x(i))y(i)
∑k

i=1K(xnew, x(i))
(20)  

where k represents the number of nearest neighbors which controls the 
flexibility of the model (the higher k is the smoother the model is going 
to be). y(i) represents the known response of x(i), ŷnew the predicted 
response of xnew, and K(xnew , x(i)) denotes the kernel function, as given 
in (15)-(17). 

The principle of k-NN regression is simple and is easy to be imple-
mented. In [84], Hu et al. extracted five characteristic features (i.e., the 
initial charge voltage, the CC charge capacity, the CV charge capacity, 
the final charge voltage, and the final charge current) of the constant 
charge curves and used them as the inputs to the k-NN regression model. 
The PSO algorithm obtained the optimal combination of the feature 
weight. It not only shows the relative importance of each feature but also 
ensures accurate capacity estimation. Even though the k-NN regression 
model is simple and an accurate SOH estimation is easily obtained, the 
algorithm has a clear disadvantage: the entire range of the battery 
degradation has to be known, as the k-NN model cannot predict values 
outside of the observed range. 

Fig. 5. The illustration of k-nearest neighbor regression (k-NN).  

Fig. 6. The schematic diagrams of the traditional neural networks and the deep 
learning, and the differences and connections between these networks. 
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D. Artificial neural network 

The artificial neural network (ANN) [86] was designed to mathe-
matically mimic the genetic activity of the human brain, and it is one of 
the most popular algorithms for various applications, such as pattern 
recognition, optimization, and prediction. Generally, an ANN consists of 
an input layer, multiple hidden layers, and an output layer [87]. The 
input layer receives the data and transfers the information directly to the 
hidden layer. Then, each neuron in the hidden layer performs a 
weighted linear combination computation and propagates the infor-
mation to the next hidden layer through the activation function. This 
process continues until the output layer is reached predicting the target 
output of the model. Based on the network structure, the ANN algo-
rithms are usually divided into traditional neural networks and deep 
learning algorithms, as illustrated in Fig. 6. The traditional neural net-
works such as the feed-forward neural network (FFNN) contain only one 
hidden layer, while deep learning (DL) adopts the adjective “deep” to 
describe the use of multiple hidden layers. Typical DL algorithms 
include the recurrent neural network (RNN), where the context unit is 
used to consider the historical aging information; the deep neural 

network (DNN), whose hidden layers are fully connected; the convolu-
tional neural network (CNN), where the convolutional layers and the 
pooling layers are added before the hidden layers, to reduce the 
dimensionality of the input.  

1) Feed-forward neural network (FFNN) 

An FFNN, as shown in Fig. 7, feeds d-dimensional features as inputs 
into the input layer. The input of the hidden layer will be the sum of the 
inner-product and the bias, as expressed in (21) 

hq = g

(
∑d

p=1
xIn

i,pwH
pq + bq

)

, q = 1, ..., l (21)  

where xIn
i,p is the pth feature of the ith sample data in the input layer, ωH

pq 

is the weight connecting the pth input neuron and the qth hidden 
neuron, bq is the bias of the qth hidden neuron, l is the number of the 
neurons in the hidden layer, and g(∙∙) is the activation function. Five 
popular choices of activation function are the linear, sigmoid, hyper-
bolic tangent (tanh), rectified linear unit (ReLU), and the leaky ReLU 
functions, summarized in Table 2. Subsequently, the output is calculated 
as follows: 

ŷi = g

(
∑l

q=1
hqwO

q

)

(22)  

where hq is the output, ωO
q is the output weight of the qth hidden neuron. 

There are several approaches for training the weights of an FFNN, such 
as backpropagation, genetic algorithm, PSO, and DE. By far, the most 
used and well-known method is backpropagation. During the training 
process, the backpropagation algorithm can be divided into two parts: 
the forward phase, and the backward phase. In the forward-phase, the 
input is fed and propagated forward through the network. This updates 
the values of every hidden neuron, hq, both before and after activation. 
Given the output of the network, the loss function is computed (i.e. the 
error between the predicted and measured output). The backward phase 
computes the gradient of the loss function w.r.t. each of the weights and 
biases in the network (the method gets its name as the gradient of the 
weights in layer k, depending on the gradient of the weights in layer k +

Fig. 7. The structure of the feed-forward neural network (FFNN).  

Table 2 
Commonly used activation functions in ANN-based battery SOH estimation.  

Activation function Plot Advantages Disadvantages 

Sigmoid g(u) =
1

1 + e− u  
▪ One of the most widely used 

activation functions.  
▪ The derivative is always non-zero, 

making the GD effective at every 
step during training.  

▪ Vanishing gradient: 
When inputs of the neurons are small or large, almost no 
gradient can be backpropagated through the network. 

Tanh g(u) =
eu − e− u

eu + e− u  
▪ Similar with Sigmoid, it works with 

GD.  
▪ Zero-centered output helps to 

increase the convergence speed.  

▪ Vanishing gradient. 

ReLU g(u) =

{
0, for u⩽0
u, otherwise  

▪ Most widely used in DL, as it can 
create sparse solutions.  

▪ Higher computational efficiency 
compared with other functions.  

▪ Dying ReLU: 
When most of the neurons output zero, the gradients can not 
be backpropagated. Eventually, a part of the neurons becomes 
inactive and only output zero for any input. 

Leaky ReLU g(u) =

{
a⋅u, for u⩽0 (0 < a < 1)

u, otherwise  

▪ An improvement of ReLU without 
dying ReLU problem.  

▪ Does not create sparse solutions, when compared to 
ReLU.  
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1). Given the updated gradient, the GD algorithm can be used as: 

wH
pq = wH

pq − α ∂Ew

∂wH
pq

= ωH
pq − α ∂Eω

∂ŷi
⋅
∂ŷi

∂hq
⋅

∂hq

∂ωH
pq

(23)  

where Ew is the loss function. A typical choice of the loss function is the 

mean square error Ew = 1
2
∑N

i=1

(

yi − ŷi

)2
. 

The structure shown in Fig. 7 is used to estimate the battery SOH in 
[88–109]. The effectiveness of the FFNN for battery SOH estimation has 
been verified by both one-year real-time data collected from BMS [88] 
and calendar aging data at various degradation conditions [89]. Since 
the complete battery charging and discharging curve are not always 
available under practical use, extracting SOH features from the partial 
curve is important [91]. As an effective SOH feature, IC peak from 
partial IC curves smoothed by Gaussian filter was used for FFNN training 
in [92]. The authors then selected the most important feature values 
according to the correction analysis, therefore the proposed FFNN 
framework is simple but with good accuracy and generalization per-
formance. Considering that the voltage differentiation operation is 
needed to generate an IC curve, voltage smoothing is usually necessary 
before the model training step. For this reason, an FFNN is developed in 
[95] to model the battery voltage charging characteristics. As a result, 
the smooth IC curve can be derived directly. What’s more, since the node 
parameters of the FFNN have certain physical meanings and are related 
to the capacities corresponding to different phase transformation re-
actions, the capacity can be easily derived from the node. To simplify the 
constructed network and reduce the dimension of the input feature 
vector, Wu et al. use the importance sampling to select the input for the 
FFNN [96]. Because the voltage varies obviously at the end of the 
charging process, the sampling frequency is increased to get more data 
points. At the same time, fewer samples are picked from the voltage 
platform. The proposed FFNN with important sampling helps to reduce 
the computation burden and the estimation error. To capture the local 
capacity fluctuations, Cao et al. proposed a method for interval predic-
tion of the battery SOH [97]. The proposed method used the sample 
entropy of the discharge voltage as the input of an FFNN and output the 
lower and upper SOH estimation. Based on the lower and upper bound, 
the loss function of FFNN is constructed. The proposed method can 
successfully predict the local fluctuations of the battery and the overall 
degradation trend. Furthermore, in order to improve the generalization 
ability of the model, the monotonicity of the features, as the prior 
knowledge, is transformed into constraints to optimize the traditional 

FFNN [99]. With the prior knowledge, the improved FFNN has a better 
performance than the traditional one for specific tasks. In addition, the 
equivalent circuit model of the battery is combined with FFNN to realize 
the joint estimation of SOC and SOH. In this method, the voltage vari-
ation [102–104], the SOC variation [102,105], and the battery model 
parameters such as impedance and resistance [106–109] can be used as 
the SOH feature to train the FFNN, and the estimated SOH can be used to 
update the SOC value. 

However, the GD-based methods are generally slow or the parame-
ters easily get trapped into the local optimum. For solving this problem, 
random vector functional link neural networks were introduced by Pao 
et al. [110] and a simplified variant called extreme learning machine 
(ELM) was later proposed by Huang et al. [111]. ELM does not need the 
iterative network parameter optimization, as after the input weights and 
the hidden layer biases are chosen randomly, only the output weights 
are estimated. Estimating the weights of the output-layer is equivalent to 
that of a linear model and can, therefore, be easily determined based on 
a generalized Moore-Penrose inverse operation. It follows that esti-
mating the weights of an ELM is much faster than the traditional 
learning methods and has less amount of computation. However, as it 
contains less trainable weights the ELM approach will always have 
smaller accuracy than an FFNN where the weights have been trained by 
BP, if the BP has found the global optimum. As shown in Fig. 8, the 
output nodes are chosen the output of ELM can be presented as 

ŷi =
∑l

q=1
g

(
∑d

p=1
xIn

i,pwH
pq + bq

)

βq, i = 1, 2,⋯,N (24) 

Then, (24) can be written compactly as 

Y = g
(
W⋅XT + b

)
⋅β (25)  

where Y is the output vector given input matrix X , W is the randomized 
input weight matrix, b is the bias of hidden nodes, g(∙) is the activation 
function, and β is the output weight vector. The optimal β can be 
analytically computed as 

β = H + ⋅Y =
(
HT H

)− 1HT ⋅Y (26)  

where H = g
(
W⋅XT + b

)
and H+ is the Moore-Penrose generalized in-

verse of the hidden layer output matrix H. 
Considering that the feature has a big influence on the SOH esti-

mation results, the data for model training and estimation sometimes 
need to be measured under the same operating conditions. Pan et al. 

Fig. 8. The structure of extreme learning machine (ELM).  Fig. 9. The structure of the deep neural network (DNN).  
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combined the ELM with the Thevenin model for battery SOH estimation. 
Because the recursive least square can accurately identify the model 
parameters without being affected by different loading profiles, the 
online identification of the feature, i.e., the internal resistance, was 
achieved [112]. The ELM is trained offline based on the collected 
dataset, and then the established parameters can be sent to the BMS. 
Besides, the ELM has a faster learning speed than the traditional FFNN, 
and the estimation time of these two methods is 0.01 s and 0.3 s, 
respectively. Therefore, the proposed SOH estimation method is suitable 
for online implementation. In order to enable online SOH estimation at 
different discharge rates, Liu et al. [113] developed an energy-based 
feature, which contains both voltage sequence and discharge rates. 
The data is collected online in many practical applications, so it takes a 
certain amount of time to obtain the required sample data. In this case, 
an online sequential ELM is proposed by Zhu et al. in [114] to effectively 
use historical and new data. The output weight of ELM is first obtained 
from a small part of the samples, and then the new sample is used to 
update the weight. The proposed method has the advantages of fast 
learning, good generalization performance, and high accuracy. In order 
to further improve the accuracy of ELM, some combined methods were 
proposed. Ma et al. proposed a broad ELM approach with reconstructed 
nodes where the broad learning was used to handle the input data and 
the mapped features were further enhanced by activation function 
[115]. The proposed method was considered to be an alternative to the 
DL method because it effectively reconstructed the system in an incre-
mental form, where the nodes were broadened laterally. In [116], 
transfer learning was used to transfer the knowledge gained from the 
known data to the unknown data. As a result, the proposed method 
showed good estimation accuracy with limited data.  

2) Deep neural network (DNN) 

Due to the advantage of automatically extracting features from raw 
data, DL has been increasingly considered for battery SOH prediction. 
DL is a branch of ML algorithms based on ANN. The word “deep” comes 
from the use of multiple hidden layers in the network [117]. Three DL 
algorithms (i.e., DNNs, CNNs, and RNNs) with very different architec-
tures are used for battery SOH prediction. DNNs are direct extensions of 
the FFNN. As shown in Fig. 9, they contain multiple hidden layers, and 
the information is passed through the hidden layers activated by one, or 
more, of the activation functions seen in Table 1. 

DNN was constructed and compared with LR, SVM, k-NN, and ANN 
in [118]. The SOH estimation results on the NASA dataset show that 
DNN outperforms other methods in terms of accuracy. Furthermore, the 
deep architecture enables SOH estimation using the V, I, T, t time-series 
data which are the sensor easily accessible, eliminating the need for 
input feature extraction. To track the different characteristics in various 

phases of the CC charging curve, Park et al. used the SOC to correct the 
kernel function in DNN [119]. Hence, the proposed method can accu-
rately estimate the SOH of the battery with various initial SOC and C- 
rate current, making the method not restricted by the complicated and 
changeable practical working conditions. In [120], the DNN algorithm 
was also implemented using Tensorflow to utilize GPU calculation. As 
for simplifying the calculation, the SOH was divided into five intervals 
evenly from 0.8 to 1, and the SOH estimation error is<1.5%. It should be 
noted that the higher accuracy of using DNN also comes with the 
drawback of higher computational time and the need for more 
computing resources. 

To solve this problem, on the one hand, the network can be simpli-
fied by reducing the connections between neurons, and on the other 
hand, the input can be simplified by dimensionality reduction methods. 
In the DNN constructed in [121], the polynomial function was chosen to 
transfer the information between hidden layers, and the output of each 
neuron in the hidden layer can be estimated by two variables from the 
previously hidden layer. Four differential geometry features were 
extracted from the CC charging voltage curve, and the output SOH can 
be estimated by a series of partial quadratic polynomials. The proposed 
structure with a self-organized network simplifies the calculation while 
ensuring the depth of the network. Song et al. successfully utilized the 
real-time data collected from the electric vehicles big data platform and 
realized the online SOH estimation of battery pack [122]. In the pro-
posed intelligent SOH estimation framework, the distribution of C-rate 
and temperature, the depth of charging/discharging, as well as the 
mileage of vehicles were considered as SOH feature, ensuring the good 
generalization performance of the DNN under the dynamic situation. 
Moreover, the PCA method was used to compress the dataset before 
model training, thereby reducing the computational burden of the 
iterative process.  

3) Convolutional neural network (CNN) 

Another DL algorithm applied to battery SOH estimation is the CNN 
[123–127]. As shown in Fig. 10(a), the CNN with 2D input contains one 
or more stacks of convolutional layers and pooling layers, fully- 
connected layers, and the output layer. Different from fully connected, 
each output in the convolutional layer is connected to a part of the in-
puts. The sparse connectivity is achieved by sliding a filter (i.e., the 
weights matrix) over the input space. The calculation process between 
the filter (i.e., the weights matrix) and the subset of input is called 
“convolution”, as shown in Fig. 10(b). In the convolutional product, the 
stride parameter needs to be considered, which is the step when sliding 
the filter. Slide = 1 is used in the following formula derivation. Let 

Filter =
(

fi,j
)
∈ RF×F denote the filter matrix where the size and the 

Fig. 10. (a) The structure of the convolutional neural network (CNN), (b) Schematic diagram of convolution operation for feature extraction.  
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element are defined manually. The convolution operation is expressed 
as 

ocovp,q =
∑F

i=1

∑F

j=1
fi,jxi+p− 1,j+q− 1 (27)  

where the element ocov p, q constitutes the feature maps (i.e., the output 
matrix of the convolutions). The convolutional layer maps the input 
space to the feature space, while the pooling layer further reduce the size 
of the feature map by summarizing features presenting in a given win-
dow on the feature map. The pooling output can be calculated as 

opool p,q = pool
((

op + i− 1,q+j− 1
)

i,j∈1, 2, ..., l

)
(28)  

where l and pool (⋅) denotes the size of the window and the pooling 
function, respectively. Average pooling and max pooling are two 
commonly used methods. As the name suggests, the average and 
maximum values of the elements in the window are used for output 
respectively. The next step is introducing the non-linearity to the output 
of the pooling layer; usually, the ReLU activation function is used in CNN 
as shown in Table 2. 

Due to the existence of the convolutional layer and of the pooling 
layer, the CNN method can extract and select the features from the raw 
data automatically. Based on the V, I, and charging capacity measure-
ment during a partial charging cycle, Shen et al. used CNN for SOH 
estimation for the first time in [123]. The high estimation accuracy, 
reduced test time, and less memory make the CNN a feasible method for 
the online SOH estimation. Utilizing the STM32Cube.AI software tool 
[124], the pre-trained model was embedded into microcontrollers, and 
the model showed unchanged performance on both PC and micro-
controllers. The CNN and RNN were combined in [124–126] in order to 
make full use of the advantages of both methods, i.e. the feature 
extraction capabilities of CNN and the time-series prediction capacities 
of the RNN. The details about the RNNs are presented in the next sub- 
section, and simply to say, the RNNs are used to handle the time se-
ries. In RNN, the structure of hidden states acts as the memory of the 
network, and the current state is estimated by the current input and the 
previous state. When processing the temporal data, causal convolutions 
will be used instead of standard convolutions. However, using the causal 
convolution model will make the network deeper and, thus, reduce the 

training speed and increase the memory occupation. To solve these 
problems, dilated convolution, which skips over the input when 
convolving, was used in [127]. The authors in [127] combined the CNN 
with the EMD algorithm, which was used to separate the global capacity 
degradation and local capacity regeneration. Compared to the RNN 
method, the proposed method can capture the local capacity regenera-
tion phenomenon and has higher SOH estimation accuracy and robust-
ness. The effectiveness of the proposed method has been validated on 
two public datasets from the NASA Prognostics Data Repository [23] 
and CALCE at the University of Maryland [25].  

4) Recurrent neural network (RNN) 

The architecture of RNNs is derived from FFNNs. Unlike the FFNN, 
the RNN has an additional context unit that is used to store the historical 
information. Thus, the outputs of some hidden layers are fed back into 
the input of the previous layer. This addition makes RNNs powerful 
models that are uniquely capable of dealing with sequential data. RNNs 
are useful in the state forecasting of dynamic systems and, therefore, also 
the long-term prediction of battery degradation. Elman NNs are basic 
RNN structures, as shown in Fig. 11. 

The context unit receives the output values of the hidden layer and 
stores these values directly. At each time step k, the input x(k) together 
with the previous values h(k-1) stored in the context units, determine the 
present output of the hidden layer. 

hq(k) = g

(
∑d

p=1

[
xIn

i,p(k)w
H
pq(k) + hp(k − 1)υp(k − 1)

]
+ bq

)

,

q = 1, ..., l

(29)  

where k is the current time-step, xIn
i,p is the pth input feature of ith sample 

point, wH
pq is the weight connecting the input neuron and the hidden 

neuron, υp is the weight value connecting the context unit and the hid-
den neuron, bq is the bias, and g(∙∙) is the activation function. These 
weights are optimized by GD using an approach similar to back-
propagation. In [128], Chen et al. designed an Elman NN to estimate the 
SOH, and use the EMD method to process the raw aging data. As a result, 
the phenomenon of the capacity regeneration is eliminated and two 
types of sequences are generated; one is the intrinsic mode function, 
which shows high fluctuation and can be estimated by the autore-
gressive moving average model. Another one is the final residue, which 
is a smooth monotonous curve, and it can be estimated by pre-trained 
Elman NN. The fusion algorithm can reflect the local changes of the 
capacity fade and also estimate the SOH accurately. In [129], Elman NN 

Fig. 11. The structure of Elman neural network (Elman NN).  Fig. 12. The structure of long-short term memory (LSTM).  
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is employed to estimate the SOH, which is further used to correct the 
battery SOC in real-time. 

When modeling time-dependent behavior, RNNs have a clear 
advantage over FFNNs, as the dependence on previous states is directly 
included in the network. Thus, the behavior of the battery up until the 
point of training is taken into account when predicting the future SOH of 
the battery. However, this can be seen in some applications as a 
downside, as the previous behavior of the battery has to be known in 
order to predict the future, unlike the FFNNs, SVM, and k-NN regression. 
Additionally, for long-term time sequences and complex hidden layers, 
the long-term dependency problem will cause the gradient vanishing 
and exploding during the backward propagation of RNNs. To address 
these questions, the echo state network (ESN) and the long short-term 
memory (LSTM) were proposed. 

In ESN, reservoir computing is used as an alternative to GD methods 
for training RNNs [130,131]. On the one hand, ESN has a good memory 
because it adopts the dynamic reserve that contains a large number of 
sparsely connected neurons. On the other hand, ESN has a simple 
training process because only the output weights need to be trained, just 
like for the ELM. In [130], the time interval of equal discharging voltage 
difference was extracted from the CC voltage curve as the SOH feature, 
and then multiple ESNs were established based on the subset obtained 
after bagging. Furthermore, according to the probability distribution, 
models were integrated to improve stability and estimation accuracy. 

In LSTM, the gated recurrent unit is used to control gradients in-
formation propagation. Unlike the basic Elman NN, the LSTM layers 
elaborately design the context unit using three gates, as shown in 
Fig. 12: (1) the input gate, (2) the forget gate, and (3) the output gate 
[137]. Gates are combinations of activation functions and decide which 
information should pass through the context unit. Based on the current 
input x(t) and the previous output of the hidden layer h(t-1), the new 
internal state vector is: 

c̃(t) = tanh(WC⋅[x(t), h(t − 1)] + bC) (30) 

When updating the new internal state, the input gate i(t) decides 
what new information is going to be stored in the internal state and the 
forget gate f(t) can discard some previous, now redundant, information, 
which does not influence the prediction result of next time-step. They 
are calculated as follows: 

i(t) = σ(Wi⋅[x(t), h(t − 1)] + bi) (31)  

f (t) = σ
(
Wf ⋅[x(t), h(t − 1)] + bf

)
(32) 

The current internal state is updated by combining (30)-(32): 

C(t) = f (t) × C(t − 1)+ i(t) × C̃(t) (33) 

Finally, the output gate computes the output and the new hidden 
layer. This is implemented as 

o(t) = σ(Wo⋅[x(t), h(t − 1)] + bo) (34)  

h(t) = o(t) × tanh(C(t)) (35) 

Researchers have made contributions to the improvement of LSTM in 
terms of SOH features optimization [134–140] and the network 
enhancement [124–126,141–143]. According to the published works, 
the feature extraction and selection methods have been extensively 
studied, including the use of correlation analysis to select optimal fea-
tures [134], the use of PF filter to smooth the feature curve [135], the 
use of multi-channel measurements (i.e. the V, I, T signals) to increase 
the diversity of input data [138,139], and the use of sparse sampling to 
improve the model dynamic performance [140]. In [134], the authors 
first optimize the features according to the grey relational analysis 
(GRA) and entropy weight methods. Then, the mapping relationship 
between the enhanced features and the SOH is established by the 
designed LSTM where the parameters are optimized by the Adam 

algorithm. You et al. utilized the k-means clustering method to segment 
the V/I points and obtained 30 subregions [137]. Based on the density 
distribution of these V/I subregions which can reflect the battery aging, 
the LSTM only needs V/I instantiations during a short period to estimate 
the SOH. In addition to good flexibility, the proposed method can ach-
ieve strong noise robustness and high accuracy with an average error 
lower than 2.46%. Choi et al. found that compared to using voltage only, 
utilizing a multi-channel technique based on V, I, T profiles helps reduce 
the estimation error of LSTM up to 25% [138]. Similarly, according to 
the effective fusion of multi-cell degradation information by LSTM, the 
accuracy and stability of the SOH estimation of the battery pack can be 
improved. The results were verified in battery packs with different se-
ries, parallel and series–parallel structures [139]. Apart from increasing 
the diversity of the input signal, sparse sampling is also an effective way 
to improve model performance [140]. Compared with the densely 
sampled aging data, the sparsely sampled data represent the battery 
characteristics in a compressed form. Through optimization, the sparsity 
of a signal can be exploited to recover it from fewer data without any loss 
in the information. 

In order to make the LSTM algorithm easier to implement online, the 
network structure is optimized, e.g.by adding the convolutional layer to 
LSTM. The optimized network structure can fully use the advantages of 
automatic feature extraction of the CNN [124–126], and due to the 
utilization of shared weights in the convolutional layers, the computa-
tional burden of the model is also reduced. Li et al. changed the con-
nected way between the gates in LSTM [141]. In the improved LSTM, the 
old information in the forget gate and the new information in the input 
gate can be determined simultaneously. In addition, the historical cell 
states were fed back to input and output, thereby remaining more 
beneficial information and shielding the unwanted error signals. The 
proposed method can achieve a 2.16% average root mean square error 
(RMSE) on the NASA dataset. In [142], a deep LSTM was proposed and it 
is promising for online implementation; in this work, the parameters of 
the model can be properly adjusted in real-time by using the historical 
data. Furthermore, the proposed method allows variable input di-
mensions, which provides a better understanding of the historical data 
and ensures good generalization ability. Compared with traditional 
FFNN, DNN, RNN, and LSTM with fixed network structures, the pro-
posed method with variable input dimension obtains noticeably smaller 
estimation errors.  

E. Ensemble learning (EL) 

Ensemble in EL means combing the results of multiple base learners. 
This method typically achieves higher accurate and more robust out-
comes with respect to the ones produced by a single base learner. EL 
methods can be divided into the model-level ensemble and data-level 
ensemble.  

1) Model-level ensemble 

In the model-level ensemble, the final output is obtained by a 
weighted average of multiple base learners [144–148]. Yu utilized the 
EMD method to decompose the original capacity signal, then LR and 
Gaussian process regression models were established based on the re-
siduals and a series of intrinsic mode functions. The mean combination 
method is used to determine the final outputs of multiple base learners 
to provide the SOH estimation [144]. Cheng et al. selected four algo-
rithms, namely, ANN, SVM, grey model, and the autoregressive inte-
grated moving average model (ARIMA) as the base learners, and 
combined them through the time-varying weight assignment approach 
to suit practical applications [145]. Furthermore, the base learners can 
be enhanced by probabilistic integration, i.e., the final output is deter-
mined according to the probability distribution of base learners’ output 
[130,146]. Shen et al. pre-trained eight CNN models based on the aging 
data of eight battery cells [147]. Transfer learning was then introduced 
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to enhance the models and the EL method was used to combine them. 
The proposed method can achieve higher accuracy and robustness 
compared with directly integrating these CNNs. To promote the variety 
of base learners, the model parameters can randomly be initialized for 
achieving different parameter settings. In addition, there is no need to 
precisely optimize the parameters of each base learner. Although this 
will lead to low estimation accuracy of a single base learner, EL can 
compensate for the performance defects of the base learner. The esti-
mation results based on fusion CNNs [147], SVMs [148], and RNNs 
[149] shows that in addition to improving the accuracy, the EL frame-
work overcomes the challenge in parameters determination for the base 
learner [152].  

2) Data-level ensemble 

Except for training multiple different base learners first, and then 
compensating for the prediction error of a single model through the 
model-level ensemble, we can also use a single base learning algorithm 
to set up the EL method. These homogeneous base learners can be 
trained in different ways such as bagging and boosting [150,151]. The 
first step in bagging is generating subsamples from the original dataset 
using the bootstrap sampling method. Based on these subsamples, 
multiple models are established by using the same algorithm. Unlike the 
bagging method where the models are trained independently, boosting 
built the model iteratively. In each step, a base learner will be built, and 
then aggregated to the ensemble model. At the same time, the dataset 
will be updated to correct the error of the previous base learner. 

The RF is a representative EL algorithm using bagging for SOH 
estimation, in which the base learner is the classification and regression 
tree (CART). The CART was firstly introduced by Breiman et al., in 1984, 
for solving classification or regression predictive modeling problems 
[153]. A CART model contains a root node, child nodes, and leaf nodes. 
The root node contains all the N training sample DN, and the leaf nodes 
correspond to the predicted SOH. The CART algorithm creates a decision 
tree, which partitions the input space into a set of disjoint regions. CART 
is a binary tree, which means that during each split a region is portioned 
into two disjoint regions. 

The partitioning procedure from the root node starts by searching 
through all features to find the split variable xj and the split point, s, 
which provides the best partition of the node into two child nodes. The 
(j, s)-pair should be chosen such that the decision tree sees the largest 
possible improvement. For regression, the best (j, s) pair can be obtained 
by minimizing the sum squared error 

min
j,s

[min
c1

∑

xi∈R1(j,s)

(yi − c1)
2
+ min

c2

∑

xi∈R2(j,s)

(yi − c2)
2
] (36)  

where c1 and c2 are the predicted values of each region, usually the 
average of the output values (i.e. the SOH) corresponding to all samples 
in the region. 

c1 = mean(yi|xi ∈ R1(j, s))
c2 = mean(yi|xi ∈ R2(j, s))

(37) 

The above steps are repeated for the obtained child nodes until a 
termination condition is reached. Common termination conditions 
include: when the maximum depth is reached, when a node contains less 
than a predefined number of samples, or when it reaches a pre-defined 
depth. Finally, the prediction function f̂ (X,DN) is constructed over DN. 

Random forest (RF) integrates multiple CART models using the 
bootstrap aggregation technique, as illustrated in Fig. 13. In boot-
strapping, B subsets of Db

N, b = 1, 2, …, B are generated by randomly 
sampling with replacement from the original training data, DN. The 
CART algorithm is then applied to each subset and B decision trees are 
constructed. By averaging the outputs of the B trees, the predicted value 
of a new observation, xnew, is 

ŷnew =
1
B

∑B

b=1
f̂b (xnew) (38) 

It should be noticed that the CART algorithm used in RF is modified, 
as the best split is chosen from a randomly selected subspace of the 
features, instead of the feature yielding the largest improvement. The 
bootstrapping procedure decreases the variance associated with pre-
diction and helps to avoid overfitting the model, thereby, improving the 
prediction performance of the model on new unseen data. It also reduces 
the correlation of different trees, making the RF model more robust to 
noise. 

RF has the following good performance:  

• Reduced computation complexity: RF selects a set of random input 
features from the subspace to provide the best split. The regression 
criteria are simple so that RF is comparatively faster than other 
algorithms.  

• Easy in real implementation: The feature used for RF can be the raw 
data which is sensor easily extractable, making the RF suitable for 
real application. 

• Strong generalization ability: RFs are ensembles of tree-type classi-
fiers, where each classifier is trained with a different subset of the 
training set (“bagging”), thereby improving the generalization abil-
ity of the classifier.  

• Strong robustness: RF aggregates the outcomes of all individual trees, 
therefore the overfitting problem can be avoided. 

Moreover, when determining the best split, RF can discard the 
irrelevant features that do not contribute to improving the estimation 
accuracy. It means that the RF algorithm can determine the importance 
degree of features automatically, and at the same time eliminate the 
requirement for manual feature extraction. The collected raw data can 
be directly fed into the trained model without any pre-processing, 
leading to a low computational cost. While for other algorithms, such 
as LR and SVM, the only way to obtain the importance of the SOH 
feature is to perform different training sessions with one or more missing 
feature values and then perform comparisons. 

Various data are used to train the RF model such as the accumulated 
capacities within different charging voltage range [154,155] and the 
time required for each stage of the CC-CV charging or CC discharging 
process [156,157]. The effectiveness of RF has been verified on different 
datasets. Li et al. [154] performed the cyclic aging test under different 
conditions on two types of commercial NMC batteries. Using the 

Fig. 13. The illustration of the random forest algorithm.  
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Table 3 
Comparison of various non-probabilistic ML methods for SOH estimation.  

Method 
#Variants 

Ref. Battery 
chemistry 

Data profile 
(Public/ Private) 

Measurement 
signal 
(V, I, t, T) 

No. feature Feature 
extraction 

Training 
data size 

Estimation Error 

LR Huang et al.  
[36] 

1.1 Ah LCO CCCV and CC cyclic 
aging @37 ℃ 

V, t (whole curve) 2 (V, V’) M 1/4 cells Multiple <2.6% RMSE 

LR Li et al. [41] 1.1 Ah LCO CCCV and CC cyclic 
aging 

V, t (partial curve) 3 (IC positions) M 1/6 cells Multiple <2.6% MaxAE 

LR Lee et al. [42] 2.0 Ah 
NCA 

Cyclic aging with 
frequency 
regulation profile 

V, t (partial curve) 1 (IC peak) M 1/12 cells Multiple <1% AE 

SVM Berecibar 
et al. [52] 

40Ah NMC CCCV and CC cyclic 
aging @25 ℃ 

V, T, cycle (partial 
curve) 

2 (IC + DV) M All cycles Multiple <2.5% MAE 
1.6% RMSE 

SVM Tian et al.  
[53] 

LCO, LCO, 
NCA 

Oxford 
NASA 

T, t (partial curve) 1 (T’) M All cycles Multiple 3.62% 
RMSE@Oxford 
2.49% 
RMSE@NASA 

SVM Chen et al.  
[56] 

2Ah NMC NASA V, I, t 3 M 60% cycles Single <2% MaxE 
<1% MAE 
<0.5% RMSE 

SVM Hu et al. [59] NMC CCCV and CC cyclic 
aging 

V, T 1 (SE) M 3/8 cells Multiple 1.48 APE 

SVM Cai et al. [64] 
Meng et al.  
[65] 

2.5Ah LFP Private dataset V 2 M All cycles Multiple 1.2% MaxE 
<1.2% MAE 
<4% RMSE 

SVM Liu et al. [68] 2Ah NMC NASA cycle 1 M 120/168 
cycles 

Single 0.13% MAE 
0.24% RMSE 

LS-SVM Deng et al.  
[66] 

10Ah LFP Private dataset V, T, R 5 M 75% cycles Single 2 %MaxE 
0.6% RMSE 

Ensemble 
SVM 

Ma et al. [66] NMC NASA V, T 6 M 100/168 
cycles 

Single <0.7% MAE 
<0.5% RMSE 

k-NN Hu et al. [84] Li-ion CCCV and CC cyclic 
aging @37 ℃ 

V 5 M 8/10 cells Multiple <5% MaxE 
<2% RMSE 

ANN 
#FFNN 

Dai et al. [99] LFP NASA V, t 8 M 135/168 
cycles 

Single <1.7% MaxE 

ANN 
#ELM 

Zhu et al.  
[114] 

2.6Ah 
NMC 

Cyclic aging in 
different SOC range 

V, t 1 M 60% cycles Single 1.9% MaxE 

ANN 
#ELM 

Pan et al.  
[112] 

NMC Pulse and NEDC 
discharging 

R 1 M All cycles Multiple 2.22% MaxE 
1.72% MAE 
1.09% RMSE 

DL 
#DNN 

Wu et al.  
[121] 

LFP CCCV and CC cyclic 
aging 

V 4 (Differential 
geometric) 

M 60% cycles Single <5% MAE 

DL 
#DNN 

Khumprom 
et al. [118] 

NMC NASA V, I, T, t 1 (Time sequence) A All cycles Multiple 3.43% RMSE 

DL 
#CNN 

Zhou et al.  
[127] 

2.2Ah 
NMC 
1.1Ah 

NASA 
CALCE 

V EMD A All cycles Multiple 1% MAE 
2% RMSE 

RNN 
#LSTM 

Chaoui et al.  
[132] 

LFP, LTO Calendar aging 
@60 ℃ and pulse 
charging 

V, I, T 3 M A part of 
cycles 

Single 10.13% RMSE 
for LFP 
3% RMSE for 
LTO 

RNN 
#LSTM 

Eddahech 
et al. [133] 

7Ah NMC Power cyclic aging 
and pulse test 

Parameters in 
equivalent circuit 
model 

1 M All cycles Multiple 1.32% RMSE 

RNN 
#LSTM 

Wang et al.  
[129] 

NMC NASA datasets V, t 1 M 50% cycles Multiple 0.87% MAE 
1.19% RMSE 

RNN 
#LSTM 

You et al.  
[137] 

3.1 Ah Li- 
ion 

Driving patterns 
discharging and 
CCCV charging 

V, I 1 (Density 
distribution of V/ 
I) 

M All cycles Multiple 2.46% RMSE 

RNN 
#LSTM 

Wu et al.  
[134] 

NMC CCCV cyclic aging, 
HPPC, and UDDS 

V, t Multiple (IC) M 60% cycles Single 1.78%~5.99% 
MaxE 
0.72%~1.37% 
RMSE 

EL 
#Multi- 
ELM 

Gou et al.  
[146] 

NMC NASA 
CALCE 

V, t 4 (time durations 
of four voltage 
ranges) 

M All cycles Multiple 0.78% RMSE 

EL 
#RF 

Li et al. [154] NMC Partial charging V 7 M All cycles Multiple 2.22% MaxAE 
0.36% MAE 
0.48% RMSE 

EL 
#RF 

Xu et al.  
[156] 

NMC NASA V, T 4 (time-related 
variables) 

M 75% cycles Multiple 2% RMSE 

EL 
#RF 

Chen et al  
[157] 

NMC NASA t 10 M All cycles Multiple 2% MaxARE 

Notes: In the column of “battery chemistry”, commonly used commercial batteries are shown and their cathode materials include LiNiCoMnO2 (NMC), LiFePO4 (LFP), 
LiNiCoAlO2 (NCA), LiMn2O4 (LMO), LiCoO2 (LCO). In the column of “feature extraction”, M and A are the abbreviations for manually feature extraction and automatic 
feature extraction, respectively. “Training data size” describes the proportion of the training dataset on the entire dataset. For example, “1/4 cells” means four cells’ 
aging data constitute a complete dataset. One of the four cells is used to train the model, while the remaining three cells are used for model validation. Similarly, for 
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charging capacity corresponding to the equal voltage interval in a pre-
defined voltage region as the feature, an RF with 500 trees was con-
structed for battery capacity estimation. The trained RF model provides 
good estimation results as the maximum RMSE is 1.3%. In [156], four 
time-related variables are used for training the RF. The results show that 
the time required for reaching the charging cut-off voltage has less 
importance, while the time required for reaching the maximum charging 
temperature is of relatively high importance. Alexander et al. [158] 
analyzed the battery pack’s behavior during the active charge balancing 
process, and extract the corresponding parameters, such as the voltage 
difference, the receiver/sender step discrepancy, etc. Finally, an accu-
rate SOH estimation of the battery pack is achieved. 

3. Comparison and discussion 

In Section 2, we introduced the principles and applications of each 
algorithm in detail. In this section, the performance comparison among 
various ML algorithms will be given from three aspects: the estimation 
performance, the publication trend, and the training modes. First, in 
order to facilitate the reference of researchers or engineers, and enable 
them to quickly understand the research status of ML methods, a 
detailed synopsis of each of the ML algorithms is provided in Table 3. 
The SOH estimation error indicated in publications is summarized, 
along with the tested battery chemistry, used data profiles, feature 
extraction modes, input features, and the required training data size. 

3.1. Performance comparison 

In this part, the pros and cons of various algorithms and their vari-
ants are compared, and the results are summarized in Table 4. 

LR is simple to implement and the coefficients of the algorithm can 
be easily derived. However, the battery, as a complex electrochemical 
system, undergoes a nonlinear degradation process which does not 
satisfy LR’s assumption of linear correlation between dependents and 
independent variables. Also, the outliers have a big effect on the esti-
mation results, making LR less suitable for SOH estimation of batteries 
operating under different conditions. 

K-NN is easy to implement because the model is established based on 
the distance between the points. Moreover, the training process is not 
needed. However, K-NN is memory intensive and costly for estimating 
when the dataset is large or the data has a high dimensional feature, as it 
has to track all data and find the neighbor nodes. 

SVM has the regularization parameter C, so it has good generaliza-
tion capabilities and can prevent the over-fitting problem. Due to the 
utilization of kernel function, SVM can efficiently handle non-linear data 
even with high dimension. But the appropriate selection of the kernel 
function is not easy, and the Gaussian kernel function is often used to 
generate the SVM-based SOH estimation model. Besides, SVM is not 
suitable for large datasets because the support vectors should be stored 
in the memory, which will increase the training time and computation 
requirements. 

data files that provide the cycle number, the authors choose a part of the cycles for model training and the rest for validation. In the column of “estimation”, multiple 
denotes authors use the dataset from different batteries to train the ML model and estimate the SOH. Single-cell denotes the training data and the estimation data come 
from different parts of the dataset of the same battery. The root mean square error (RMSE), the mean absolute error (MAE), and the maximum error (MaxE) are used to 
evaluate the performance of the proposed method. 

Table 4 
Advantages and disadvantages of various ML methods.  

Method Variants Advantages Disadvantages Exemplary 
applications 

LR N/A  ▪ Simple to implement  
▪ Less computational complexity  

▪ Low accuracy when modeling the nonlinear 
degradation behavior of the battery  

▪ Sensitive to noise and outliers 

[10–12,36–42] 

SVM Conventional SVM  ▪ Good approximation capability with small 
dataset but high feature dimensions  

▪ Good computational efficiency for high 
dimensionality  

▪ Choosing the right kernel function is not easy  
▪ Long training time on large datasets 

[49–72] 

LS-SVM Compared to conventional SVM  
▪ Less computational complexity  
▪ Faster solving speed 

Compared to conventional SVM  
▪ More complicated model  
▪ Poor generalization ability 

[76–81] 

k-NN N/A  ▪ Simple to implement  
▪ No need for a training process  

▪ Large computational cost for large dataset or 
for high dimensionality  

▪ Sensitive to noise 

[84] 

ANN FFNN  ▪ Fast learning speed  
▪ Good generalization performance  
▪ Less computational complexity 

Compared to RNN  
▪ Can not capture the sequential information 

Compared to DL  
▪ Less estimation accuracy 

[88–99,112–114] 

DL Generally for DL  
▪ Good to model with nonlinear data with a 

large number of inputs  
▪ Work well with a large dataset  
▪ Easy for extracting global features from raw 

data 
Particularly for RNN  

▪ Capturing the long term historical 
information 

Generally for DL  
▪ Relay on a large training dataset  
▪ Overfitting 

Particularly for RNN  
▪ Gradient vanishing  
▪ Gradient exploding 

[121–142] 
[128–142] 

EL Model-level  ▪ Better accuracy  
▪ More stable  
▪ Good generalization performance  

▪ Not easy to implement  
▪ Relay on a large dataset 

[144–148] 

RF  ▪ Strong robustness to outliers  
▪ Simple to implement  
▪ Work well with a large dataset  
▪ It provides the importance of SOH features  

▪ More complex and computationally expensive [154–158]  
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ANNs have the capacity to learn the degradation behavior of the 
battery because they use the activation function to introduce the 
nonlinear properties to the network, making thus ANNs universal 
function approximators. DL is good at modeling nonlinear data with a 
large number of inputs through the cooperation between neurons in 
multiple layered networks. However, DL is subject to the drawbacks of a 
large computational burden and the need for large datasets. When a 
large amount of battery aging data is available, DL can achieve high 
estimation accuracy that other methods cannot match. Among the var-
iants of DL, DNN is usually used for extracting global features from raw 
data, which will be suitable for online estimation of the battery’s SOH. 
The data collected by the sensors can directly input the network without 
manually feature extraction. Similarly, CNN uses the filter to extract the 
relevant feature from the input data automatically. RNN has memory, so 
it can remember the historical information and can process time-series 
inputs of any length. Therefore, RNN is not only capable of SOH esti-
mation under dynamic working conditions (such as the randomized load 
profiles [24]), but also can track local capacity regeneration. Because 
RNNs share the same parameters across different time steps, the 
computational cost is reduced. However, this will also lead to vanishing 
and exploding gradient during the BP process for a long time series. 
LSTM solves this problem by using the gated recurrent unit which can 
control the propagation of the gradient information. 

EL can achieve more accurate and stable SOH estimation results than 
single base learners. By setting different parameters for each base 
learner, the diversity of these base learning algorithms is employed in 
the final model. Therefore, different aging conditions can be utilized by 
EL, and EL has good generalization performance. Also, it is less critical to 
optimize the parameters because the base learners with poor estimation 
performance will contribute less to the final ensemble model. However, 
it is time-consuming to train multiple base learners. Relatively, RF 
adopts simple regression criteria, thereby, reducing the computational 
complexity. By aggregating the outcomes of all individual trees, the 
overfitting can be avoided. 

Based on the above analysis, we use the radar chart presented in 
Fig. 14 to summarize the comparison of the ML algorithms across five 
performance metrics i.e., the estimation accuracy, the implementation 
easiness, the computational complexity, the training data size require-
ment, and the ability to deal with overfitting. Among them, accuracy is 
used to measure the training error of the known data and the estimation 
error of the new data. The easiness of algorithm implementation con-
siders both the occupation of computing resources and the dependence 
on manual feature extraction. The computational complexity is used to 
evaluate the memory required by an algorithm, generally expressed 
using the big O notation [159]. The data requirement refers to the size of 
the training dataset, regardless of the feature dimension. Overfitting 
means that the established model is too closely fit a limited training 
data, while the estimation results of the new data are poor. 

It should be noted that various ANN variants and EL composed of 
different base learners show great differences in these performances. In 
order to simplify the analysis, the RNN and RF are selected as the 
representative method of ANN and EL respectively, and they are 
compared with other methods. Furthermore, the number on each axes 
indicates the ranking of the algorithms on each performance index, and 
the larger the number, the better the performance of the corresponding 
metric. For algorithm selection, we can assign different weights to these 

Fig. 14. Comparison of the five ML algorithms across different metrics (it 
should be noted that for the “accuracy”, “implementation easiness”, and 
“dealing with overfitting”, a higher score denotes higher performance while, for 
the “computation complexity” and “dataset requirement”, a lower score in-
dicates better performance. For better visualization, the coordinate scales of 
computational complexity and dataset requirement are shown in reverse order). 

Fig. 15. The trend of publications (Journals and conference papers cited at 
least twice) about the application of non-probabilistic ML in battery SOH 
estimation over the last ten years according to the Elsevier Scopus interna-
tional databases. 

Fig. 16. Various modes of the ML model training process. (a) Mode A: features 
are extracted and selected manually, (b) Mode B: features are extracted auto-
matically by dimensionality reduction methods, while feature selection is 
realized by the ML algorithm, (c) Mode C: feature extraction and selection are 
both realized automatically by the ML algorithm. 
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metrics according to the actual demands, and evaluate the overall per-
formance of the algorithms. 

3.2. Publication trend 

We rigorously reviewed the publication of such methods in the past 
ten years by searching the Elsevier Scopus international databases, and 
the annual number of publications is shown in Fig. 15. Only journals and 
conference papers cited at least twice were counted. It can be seen that 
among these methods, the ANN was first applied for battery health 
management in 2005. With the development of DL, more and more re-
searchers are interested in using CNN and RNN for battery SOH esti-
mation, making ANN a research hotspot in the past five years. Similarly, 
mature SVM technology is the second most used method. On the con-
trary, using k-NN alone is no longer a research focus of SOH estimation, 
as only one paper using this method was published in the past 5 years. In 
addition, EL has been adopted by researchers since 2018, and their good 
generalization characteristics and robustness have attracted increased 
attention. 

3.3. Training mode of each algorithm 

Using ML methods to estimate SOH mainly includes data preparation 
(including data collection and noise reduction), feature extraction, 
feature selection, and parameter optimization of the ML model. 
Depending on the chosen algorithm, three different training modes can 
be followed for obtaining the battery SOH estimation, as presented in 
Fig. 16. Each procedure is divided into four steps, i.e., data preparation, 
feature extraction, feature selection, and ML model training. The data 
preparation stage is similar for all three modes. During the battery aging 
process, V, I, T, t will be measured and stored for subsequent data 
analysis. Nevertheless, major differences between these modes can be 
seen in the feature dimensionality reduction stages (i.e., feature 
extraction and selection), which occurs between data processing and 
model input. In general, the feature can be obtained manually or auto-
matically by the ML-based SOH estimation method. 

For mode A, battery aging features are defined and extracted from 
previously performed experimental tests. Many effective features are 
used and they can be summarized into three types, namely differential 
features, geometric features, and statistical features [160,161]. Firstly, 
ICA is a widely used technique for li-ion battery SOH evaluation [16,17]. 
By differentiating the battery charging capacity against the battery 
voltage, the IC curve can be obtained, and the IC peaks and valleys could 
accurately reflect the characteristics of the underlying battery chemis-
try. Similarly, the differential voltage dV/dt and the differential tem-
perature dT/dt can also be used for SOH estimation. Secondly, the 
geometrical feature such as the knee points on the pulse voltage 
response curve [121], the curvature of the voltage curve, and the time 
related to a fixed voltage interval contain plentiful information on bat-
tery aging. They are used as features for parameterizing SOH estimation 
algorithms. Thirdly, as a powerful statistic for measuring the complexity 
of a signal, sample entropy, and its improved form, fuzzy entropy, have 
been used for SOH estimation [62]. Mode A is often used in the training 
and estimation process of LR and k-NN methods because the high- 
dimensional input (i.e., the measured V, I, T, t) will increase the 
computation cost. Of course, the SVM and the ANN with simple struc-
tures are also suitable for this mode. However, manual feature extrac-
tion brings problems accordingly. For example, it is difficult to create 
correct and robust features artificially. Then the extraction process is 
time-consuming and requires a lot of manual calculation. Additionally, 
the extracted features are sometimes only suitable for the investigated 
experimental conditions, and it is difficult for the battery to operate 
under the same conditions in practical applications. 

In mode A, the feature extraction is always followed by a feature 
selection step, because some features have poor correlations with SOH, 
which will reduce the estimation accuracy and lead to overfitting. 

Generally, there are three feature selection methods including the filter- 
based, wrapper-based, and fusion-based methods [162]. Among the 
filter-based method, the GRA [16,80], Pearson correlation coefficient 
analysis (PCC) [163], and Spearman correlation coefficient analysis 
(SCC) [163] are mainly used. For example, in [128], GRA was used to 
select the sub-sequences and residuals, which were obtained through 
EMD processing on the capacity degradation data. The final residual was 
determined to be the SOH feature. The residual is a smooth monotone 
curve, which can effectively represent the SOH variation trend. Based on 
the GRA results, Wu et al. further used the entropy weight method to 
assign corresponding weights to various features [134]. Similarly, an 
enhanced SOH feature was proposed by linearly combining the selected 
features [68]. Zhou et al. used the Box-Cox method to improve the 
linearity between the mean voltage falloff and the capacity and then 
combined PCC and SCC to find the optimal parameters. As a result, the 
SOH features that have a nearly linear relationship with capacity were 
obtained [163]. The wrapper-based method evaluates different feature 
subsets repeatedly. It always uses a cross-validation strategy but brings a 
large computational burden. Therefore, the fusion method which com-
bines the filter and wrapper is used to improve the estimation accuracy 
and calculation efficiency [162]. Some flexible solutions through 
designing the interpretable ML framework are respectively proposed in 
[164] and [165]. Among them, the feature extraction methods based on 
Gaussian process regression and RF can not only accurately predict the 
battery electrode performance, but also effectively quantify feature 
importance and correlations, which well benefit the battery smarter 
manufacturing and related battery applications. 

Mode B automatically extracts features based on dimensionality 
reduction methods (such as the PCA [128,166,167] and linear 
discriminant analysis, LDA [168,169]), avoiding the feature pre- 
definition step. Based on the full-connected layers of ANN or the 
memory unit of RNN, the important information is retained and learned 
by the network. In other words, ANN and RNN select the features 
automatically. 

Mode C further simplifies the feature setting process. Firstly, SVM 
can deal with high-dimensional feature computation by using the kernel 
trick. Secondly, DNN is suitable to extract global features from the raw 
data. CNN realizes automatic feature extraction by adopting the con-
volutional techniques so that CNN can better handle multi-dimensional 
data. Thirdly, RF builds multiple random trees by bootstrapping sam-
pling, so RF can handle large data sets with high dimensions. The most 
significant variables can be automatically identified through the afore-
mentioned three methods, so the measured V, I, T, t can be directly 
inputted into the ML model. Thus, the feature extraction and selection, 
as well as the SOH-feature model, are realized automatically by the ML 
algorithm. 

4. Challenges and prospects 

4.1. Challenges 

Currently, a lot of comprehensive work has been carried out in the 
development of ML technology for battery SOH estimation. There are 
still some challenges facing in this field mainly from three aspects: the 
feature extraction, the algorithm development, and the on-board 
implementation. 

First, the battery is a complex electrochemical system, its degrada-
tion involves many parasitic side reactions in the anode, cathode, elec-
trolyte, and electrode–electrolyte interfaces. Therefore, batteries’ aging 
behavior will be significantly influenced by the operating conditions. In 
this case, the SOH feature extracted from the lab data will be invalid as 
the battery may exhibit different degradation behavior in real applica-
tions. Hence, the SOH features with strong robustness should be devel-
oped to deal with different working conditions. In addition, SOH 
features should preferably be extracted from short-term measurement 
data for facilitating practical applications. 
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Second, the offline trained ML model will be used directly for online 
estimation and the model parameters will remain unchanged. That is 
because the traditional ML method assumes that the training data and 
test data follow the identical statistical distribution. However, the offline 
trained model cannot take all the working conditions into consideration 
without the support of big data. As a result, the estimation error will 
gradually increase as the battery ages. To cope with this issue, ML al-
gorithms with self-learning or online model update should be developed. 
Such methods can reduce the required training data size while 
improving the estimation accuracy. 

Third, due to the occupation of computing resources, the onboard 
implementation of ML-based SOH estimation algorithms is not yet mature. 
Additionally, because SOH changes slowly and is always estimated at the 
macro scale, few papers show the SOH estimate results in real-time. 
Nowadays, GPUs will become local and common devices that are specif-
ically designed to make the inference of ML algorithms approachable. 
Therefore, the development of algorithms in future research should focus 
more on the difficulty of on-board implementation. 

4.2. Prospects 

According to the above comparison and analysis from the perspec-
tive of theory and application, it can be concluded that ML technologies 
possess immense potentialities in battery SOH estimation. Considering 
the advancement of the algorithms and engineering application, we can 
explore the opportunities of using the great advantages of ML from the 
following four aspects: 

Firstly, SVMs will still be an important and effective ML algorithm at 
present and even in the future, especially in the current situation where 
the amount of data is small. For the unique degradation behavior of the 
battery, especially the local capacity regeneration phenomenon, the 
estimation performance of SVM can be improved by correcting the 
kernel function or adopting the dual-kernel function. Besides, the aging 
mechanism of the battery can be transformed into constraints and added 
to the SVM. However, there is still a lack of rigorous theoretical proofs of 
the convergence of the SVM model using the improved kernel. In 
addition, the SVM can be combined with model-based adaptive filters to 
realize the online SOH estimation. 

Secondly, in terms of how easy it is to get the model input, the 
research trend is to develop ML algorithms that can automatically 
extract features from raw data, such as CNN, DNN, and RF. Because the 
raw data is sensor easily extractable, the online SOH estimation will be 
more easily achieved in real applications. 

Thirdly, the EL algorithm offers a data-efficient and accurate alter-
native for SOH estimation when the base learner chooses a simple al-
gorithm that requires a small amount of data and is easy to implement, 
such as LR, k-NN, SVM, and ELM. By combining these base learners, the 
robustness and accuracy of the model can be improved, while the 
computation complexity can be reduced. 

Finally, with the development of big data and cloud computation 
platform, DL is a very promising candidate for SOH estimation. When a 
large amount of data is available, DL has obvious advantages over other 
algorithms. Specifically, DNN could be used to process very large-scale 
data, CNN is better at handling multi-dimensional data, and LSTM is 
good at dealing with time-series data. Although it is computationally 
expensive and time-consuming to train DL with traditional CPUs, with 
the popularity of GPUs and cloud computing servers, the computational 
burden should not be a major concern. 

5. Conclusions 

Battery degradation is a complex electrochemical process. To ensure 
the reliable operation of the batteries and extend their service lifetime, it 
is of great importance to get accurate knowledge of the SOH for the 
battery management systems. The interest in ML methods has increased 
because of their capability in modeling complex nonlinear systems. This 

paper gives a timely and systematic review of battery SOH estimation 
methods based on ML algorithms. 

Five non-probability algorithms including LR, k-NN, SVM, ANN, and 
EL are introduced, and the derivation of these methods is presented, and 
flow charts with a unified form are provided for each method to help 
readers to clearly understand the connections and differences between 
them. The advantages and drawbacks of these ML methods are 
compared based on the theoretical analysis and thorough discussion. 
The details, i.e. the data used, the input features, and the estimation 
accuracy of the algorithms proposed in some of the papers are summa-
rized in a table for easy reference. Surveying 144 relevant journal papers 
published in the recent ten years, shows that SVM and ANN algorithms 
are research hotspots. With the development of big data and cloud 
computation platforms, DL has great potential in estimating battery SOH 
under complex aging conditions. Nevertheless, DL suffers from a large 
amount of calculation, and EL of simple base learners (e.g. LR, SVM, 
etc.) represents an emerging alternative while trading off between data 
size and accuracy. 

Furthermore, three training modes are summarized according to the 
way the algorithms process the input data. Finally, future research op-
portunities of ML in battery SOH estimation are presented. We hope to 
inspire the interested researchers to continuously improve the applica-
tion of ML in SOH estimation. 
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